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Abstract
Identifying relevant pieces of evidence for a given claim

has recently gained significant attention in argument min-
ing due to its downstream use in applications like fact-
checking, argument search, etc. While current approaches
rely on supervised training of large language models for
classifying candidate evidence as acceptable or not for a
given claim, they don’t generalize well on newer topics
for which little to no training data is available. To over-
come this issue, in this work, we simultaneously explore
the effectiveness of closed-domain approach and leverag-
ing domain-specific implicit reasonings for evidence detec-
tion task. Our experimental findings suggest that perfor-
mance gain in the identification of acceptable evidence for
a claim can be further improved even with a small amount
of domain-specific implicit reasonings.

1 Introduction
Evidence detection [1] is a sub-task in argument mining

that has become an essential component in building natu-
ral language systems capable of arguing, debating, and fact
checking [13, 9, 2, 10, 17]. Shown in Figure 1, evidence
detection refers to the task of identifying evidential state-
ments (i.e., statements of fact, judgement, or testimony)
from a set of candidate evidence that support a given claim
(i.e., a debatable belief or opinion).

Towards automatically identifying acceptable evidence,
recent approaches have relied on pretrained large language
models (LLMs) as a default choice because of their out-
standing performance in a wide range of NLP tasks [8, 6],
including evidence detection [14, 12, 5]. While most of

Figure 1: Overview of the evidence detection task we
address in this work. Given a claim and a list of candidate
evidence, the goal is to identify an acceptable piece of
evidence for the given claim.

these approaches use supervised learning (i.e., incorporat-
ing labeled data for training) and rely on the better gen-
eralization ability of LLMs [3, 21], they struggle to pro-
duce good results for new topics in which there is little
to no training data available. In other words, the qual-
ity of their topic generalisation is not adequate [18, 19].
In order to overcome this challenge, in this work, we pro-
pose a closed-domain approach towards evidence detection
task. 1） Specifically, we follow previous works and take
a supervised approach, but instead of directly adopting
LLMs for domain-general evidence detection (i.e., train-

1） In this work, the terms domain and topic share the same meaning,
and both refer to the topic of the argument being analyzed.
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Figure 2: Our proposed framework for the evidence detection task. For a given claim (𝑐) and candidate evidence (𝑒), first
the implicit reasoning component extracts relevant implicit reasoning (𝑖𝑟). Later, BERT takes (𝑐), (𝑒) and (𝑖𝑟) as inputs
to compute final hidden state of [CLS] token that is fed to a fully-connected feed-forward layer for evidence classification.

ing model on arguments from all topics at once), we train
the model on arguments (claim-evidence pairs) belonging
to a specific domain along with relevant implicit reasonings
(statements that explicitly state the reasoning link between
a given claim and evidence) as an input feature. We hypoth-
esize that (i) since LLMs are pre-trained on a large amount
of generic text, using a closed-domain approach can assist
it to acquire relevant domain-specific knowledge, and (ii)
leveraging implicit reasonings belonging to that domain
can to be an effective signal for models in establishing the
logical link between a given claim and correct evidence
candidate [16]. In summary, the contributions of our work
are as follows:

• We explore the applicability of a closed-domain ap-
proach and domain-specific implicit reasonings to-
wards the evidence detection task and to the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to explore this ap-
proach.

• We experiment and find that large language models
(BERT) trained with domain-specific implicit reason-
ings in a closed-domain setting performs better than
when trained without them.

2 Our Approach

2.1 Overview

Given a topic, claim, and candidate evidence as input,
our framework estimates the likelihood of the claim being
supported by that candidate evidence. As described in
Section 1, we take a closed-domain approach (i.e., we train

and test one topic at a time) and simultaneously leverage
domain-specific implicit reasonings that are extracted via
the implicit reasoning component (See Section 2.2). The
complete overview of our evidence detection framework is
shown in Figure 2.

Our framework first extracts implicit reasonings (via im-
plicit reasoning component) that link a given claim to an
evidence piece, and later leverages the acquired implicit
reasoning to estimate the score. We assume that for a given
claim and a piece of evidence, there can be several possible
variants of implicit reasoning for one given claim-evidence
pair.

2.2 Implicit Reasoning Component

Given a claim and a piece of evidence, our goal is to
extract relevant implicit reasonings that link the claim with
that evidence piece. Ideally, we can find plausible implicit
reasonings for correct claim-evidence pieces, but we can-
not for wrong pieces. Instead, for wrong claim-evidence
pieces, we find non-reasonable implicit reasonings that
would be less convincing and irrelevant.

Let D = {(𝑐𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖)}𝑛𝑖=1 be a database of implicit rea-
soning annotated arguments, where 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 are claim,
premise and implicit reasoning linking 𝑐𝑖 with 𝑝𝑖 , respec-
tively 2）. Given a query argument, i.e., claim (𝑐) and
candidate evidence (𝑒) to be analyzed, we extract rele-
vant implicit reasonings linking 𝑐 with 𝑒 via similarity
search on D. Specifically, we retrieve the top-𝑚 most

2） In this work, the utilized source datasets D of implicit reasonings
consists of premise instead of evidence. For more details, refer
to [7, 15]
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Topic A U Total A/U

Abolish zoos 22 130 152 0.17
Compulsory voting 12 63 75 0.20
Ban whaling 54 266 320 0.20
Capital punishment 29 199 228 0.15
Legalize cannabis 82 97 179 0.85
School Uniform 10 66 76 0.15

Overall 209 821 1030 0.25

Table 1: Statistics of Evidence data. Here, A and U refer
to the number of acceptable and unacceptable evidences
for a given topic.

similar arguments in D to the given query argument in
terms of claim and a candidate evidence piece and then
extract implicit reasonings from these similar arguments.
We define the similarity between arguments as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(⟨𝑐, 𝑒⟩, ⟨𝑐𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖⟩) = 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑐, 𝑐𝑖) · 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑒, 𝑝𝑖). In our ex-
periments, we use Sentence-BERT [11], a BERT [3] based
embedding model shown to outperform other state-of-the-
art sentence embeddings methods, to compute the textual
embeddings of arguments and calculate semantic similarity
between them via cosine-similarity.

3 Experiments

3.1 Source Data

Domain-specific Implicit Reasoning Data As our
source of domain-specific implicit reasonings, we utilize
the IRAC dataset (Implicit Reasoning in Arguments via
Causality) [15], which consists of a wide variety of argu-
ments annotated with multiple implicit reasonings. Over-
all, the dataset consists of 6 distinct topics covering over
950 arguments that are annotated with 2,600 implicit rea-
sonings. For our experiments, we utilize all 6 topics.

Domain-general Implicit Reasoning Data In order
to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed domain-
specific approach, for comparison, we utilize a domain-
general corpus of implicit reasonings. Specifically, we
rely on the Argument Reasoning Comprehension dataset
(ARC) [7], which consists of 1,970 implicit reasoning an-
notated arguments covering over 172 topics 3）. Each in-
stance in the dataset consists of (i) topic, (ii) claim, (iii)

3） In the original paper, Habernal et al. [7] refers to implicit reason-
ings as warrants.

premise, (iv) correct implicit reasoning, and (v) incorrect
implicit reasoning. For our experiments, we utilize only
the correct implicit reasonings.

Evidence Data Instead of creating a dataset of claim
and evidence pairs from nothing, we utilize the IBM-
Evidence dataset [4]. Each instance in IBM-Evidence
dataset consists of (i) topic (ii) claim and (iii) a piece of
candidate evidence, where each candidate evidence is an-
notated with a score (0-1) indicating its acceptability as
evidence for a given claim.

The reason for the selection of this dataset for our exper-
iments is twofold: (i) IBM-Evidence dataset offers 100%
coverage of topics present in IRAC dataset. This enables
us to adequately test our approach of leveraging domain-
specific implicit reasonings for evidence detection task.
(ii) IBM-Evidence dataset consists of evidences extracted
from Wikipedia articles rather than crowdworkers or ex-
perts, hence closely representing real-world evidences. For
our experiments, in addition to restricting on 6 topics, we
perform an essential pre-processing step and label all can-
didate evidences as acceptable (score ≥ 0.6) and unaccept-
able (score ≤ 0.4) in order to classify them. In total, we are
left with 1,030 instances of claim-evidence pairs covering
6 distinct topics as shown in Table 1.

3.2 Task Setting

In order to empirically validate the usefulness of utilizing
domain-specific implicit reasonings for evidence detection
task, we formulate the task in a binary classification setting,
where, given a claim (C), a candidate evidence (E) and an
implicit reasoning (I), the task is to classify the candidate
evidence as acceptable or unacceptable for the given claim.

3.3 Models and Setup

We investigate four different models: (i) a strong base-
line model, fine-tuned to classify candidate evidence as
acceptable or not, purely based on claim and candidate ev-
idence as input. For this purpose, we select pre-trained
BERT model [3], namely BERTbase, which has been
shown to outperform the previously established state-of-
the-art on similar tasks [12, 20, 18]. (ii) & (iii) Two sepa-
rate models to additionally consider the implicit reasonings
available via domain-specific or domain-general resource,
namely BERTin, and BERTout respectively. (iv) Addi-
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Topic
Random BERTbase BERTin BERTout

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Abolish zoos 0.43 0.50 0.47 0.53 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.56 0.54 0.49 0.52 0.50
Compulsory voting 0.42 0.50 0.45 0.53 0.56 0.54 0.50 0.55 0.52 0.51 0.53 0.51
Ban whaling 0.42 0.50 0.45 0.44 0.52 0.47 0.42 0.50 0.46 0.42 0.50 0.45
Capital punishment 0.43 0.50 0.46 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.52 0.54 0.52 0.45 0.51 0.47
Legalize cannabis 0.26 0.50 0.34 0.54 0.61 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.51 0.57 0.52
School Uniform 0.42 0.50 0.45 0.52 0.55 0.52 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.47 0.50 0.48

Table 2: Results of our two baseline models (Random and BERTbase) and two implicit reasoning based fine-tuned models
(BERTin and BERTout) in closed-domain setting.

tionally, we consider a random baseline that predicts the
most frequent class label as observed in the training data.

3.4 Evaluation Measures

We conduct the fine-tuning experiments for each topic
separately and use 70:15:15 splits for training, validation
and testing. Since the data for each topic is small (as
shown in Table 1), we employ 5-fold cross-validation and
average the results. To account for random initialisation of
the models, we repeat the experiments with multiple ran-
dom seeds and report macro-averaged accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1 score. In order to address the problem of
class imbalance, we calculate class weights to influence the
classification of labels during fine-tuning.

4 Results
We evaluate the fine-tuned models for evidence detec-

tion on the test set for each topic separately. Note that
the results reported consider a single implicit reasoning as
input along with claim and candidate evidence. We ad-
ditionally experimented with multiple implicit reasonings
as additional input features but found similar results. As
shown in Table 2, all BERT-based models beat the random
baseline on all topics, except Ban whaling, where their
performance is marginally higher. BERTin outperforms
BERTout in all topics except Ban whaling and Compulsory
voting. Overall, BERTbase outperforms random baseline
and achieves higher performance than our implicit reason-
ing fused models for half of the topics, namely Compul-
sory voting, Ban whaling and Capital punishment. Our
proposed model using domain-specific implicit reasonings
i.e., BERTin achieved higher performance for only two
topics.

4.1 Analysis

Contrary to our expectation, BERTbase achieved bet-
ter accuracy than both implicit reasoning fused models on
majority of the topics. To better understand this, we ana-
lyzed the topic overlap between arguments from ARC and
IBM-Evidence dataset and found that arguments on topics
Abolish zoos, Ban whaling, Capital Punishment and School
Uniform were absent in ARC. This explain why BERTout

performance decreased for these topics. We additionally
did manual analysis of implicit reasonings extracted for
BERTin by randomly sampling 20 instances across all
topics and found that only 40% of the extracted domain-
specific implicit reasonings were relevant to a given evi-
dence. However, for topics School Uniform and Abolish
zoos they were indeed helpful in finding acceptable evi-
dence.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we explored a closed-domain approach

and exploited domain-specific implicit reasonings for the
task of evidence detection. Our experiments showed that
closed domain approach is beneficial for training large-
language models and when leveraging implicit reasonings
their performance can improve, given relevant reasonings
are available. We hypothesize that reducing the effect of
class imbalance with class weights is not sufficient and
this might be a possible reason for low performance on
topics with severe class imbalance. In our future work, we
will focus on utilizing generation models for automatically
generating implicit reasonings that can be leveraged for
evidence detection task. Simultaneously, we will explore
methods for addressing the class imbalance problem.
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